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Abstract In this article we propose a new class of stochastic games suitable to the study of situations where there is incomplete information about the state of the world. We show the existence of equilibrium in pure Markov strategies by applying a few restrictions on the framework. We also investigate when the Markov assumption on strategies is reasonable. We show that if the Markov law of motion on the state of the world has full support, and players’ beliefs also have full support, players do not learn, and the Markov assumption is reasonable. Another type of situation in which we can guarantee that the Markov assumption is reasonable, is when the game becomes large, if players are interconnected and the dynamics on the state space implied by the Markov law of motion are rich. As an application, we study a dynamic arms race model under incomplete information, an imperfect market competition model where the privately observed variable may be serially correlated over time, and a dynamic search model with hidden search productivity.
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Introduction



The objective of this article is to define a class of dynamic games suitable to the study of strategic situations where players may not observe a payoff relevant variable and its transition may be persistent over time. In this class of games, there exists a state space that summarizes all payoff relevant information. Furthermore, at each period, the finite set of players may face uncertainty about the state of the world, because their only source of information is an event in S. That is, they observe a collection of states that they are sure the true state of the world is in. Also, the set of events each player observes may not be the same for all players. They do not have to be symmetrically informed during the course of the game. For example, we could have the private information case where each player only observes his own state variable. We could also have a complete information setup, where each player observes the state of the world and other types of information structures, such as the case where only one player knows exactly the state of the world and the others players do not. The state of the world’s transition depend on players’ actions. At each period, players take an action and after they receive payoff, the next state of the world is drawn from a stochastic law of motion, which is Markov. We call the law of motion Markov because the probability of the next period’s state depends only on the actual period’s state and on players’ actions, not on a larger history of events. The state draws do not have to be iid across periods. Hence, we can study in our framework strategic situations where the privately informed state transition is serially correlated. This type of framework is useful, for example, to study dynamic imperfect competition models. We can extend Pakes and Ericson[Pakes and Ericson, 1995]’s model and allow scrap values and entry values to be serially correlated. With this possibility, their model becomes more realistic, because it is more intuitive that scrap values and entry costs do not change from one period to another in some unrelated way. The same argument can be made for imperfect competition models where the state variable are production costs. One example of such type of models is Athey and Bagwell[Athey and Bagwell, 2008]. Other types of useful strategic situations include arms race, where each country may not know the other country’s arms level; R&D races, where firm’s are not perfectly informed about the other firms development stage, to cite a few. As players may not be symmetrically informed about the state of the world, not only are their beliefs about the state of the world relevant in deciding the best action, but also their beliefs about the other players’ beliefs about the state of the world and so on. To model this interactive uncertainty we take the Bayesian approach and endow each player with a type from a dynamic type space (Battigalli and Siniscalchi [Battigalli and Siniscalchi, 1999]). A dynamic type extends the usual notion of type proposed by [Harsanyi, 1968] and later formalized by Mertens and Zamir [Mertens and Zamir, 1986] (among others) to dynamic incomplete information games. In dynamic type spaces each player is characterized by a type and a family of observable events. The player’s beliefs are represented by a Conditional Probability System (Myerson [Myerson, 1986]), which is a list of probability distributions, one for each event the player may observe, over the other players’ types and the state space. A
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Conditional Probability System is useful to deal with conditional probabilities, especially when an event has zero probability a priori and Bayesian updating is not well defined. In our framework, player’s beliefs about the current state of the world depends on their type and the event that they observe and it is always well defined. The framework we described is too general to get an equilibrium existence result. Hence, to establish the existence of equilibrium we make some assumptions on the player’s payoff function, beliefs, and Markov law of motion. Apart from the assumption on beliefs, these assumptions are found elsewhere in the literature. They allow us to adapt the existing equilibrium existence proofs for stochastic complete information games to our incomplete information framework. We require the player’s payoff function to be twice continuously differentiable, concave in the player’s own actions, have increasing differences and to satisfy strict diagonal dominance (Gabay and Moulin [Gabay and Moulin, 1980], Milgrom and Roberts [Milgrom and Roberts, 1990]). In addition, the type space should be such that there is no irrelevant type. That is, there must always be some player’s type that puts positive probability on every type profile of other players’ types. We require the Markov law of motion to be a convex combination between two Markov chains over the state space. In our main theorem we show the existence of equilibrium in pure Markov strategies. A pure Markov strategy is defined as a mapping from types and observable events into actions. We call the strategy Markov because it does not depend on the history of observable events, only on the event that each player observes in that period. This type of strategy has a long tradition in dynamic games (Maskin and Tirole [Maskin and Tirole, 1987], [Maskin and Tirole, 1988a] and [Maskin and Tirole, 1988b]). According to Maskin and Tirole [Maskin and Tirole, 2001] it captures the idea of ’bygones are bygones’ or that minor facts should have minor consequences. The method of proof for the equilibrium existence theorem consists of two main steps. First, we show that the static incomplete information game induced at each state of the world given a value function which summarizes the expected discounted future payoff has a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium. The result is an application of Polydoro [Polydoro, 2011] for this setup. In the second step, we show that there also exists a value function consistent with the Bayesian Nash equilibrium in each induced static incomplete information game. That is, given the equilibrium value function, the expected payoff at the best action for each player’s type at each observable event is equal to the value function for that type at that observable event. This step is based on the Nowak’s [Nowak, 2007] existence proof for Markov perfect equilibrium in stochastic complete information games, which is in turn an application of the Nowak and Raghavan [Nowak and Raghavan, 1992] existence theorem for correlated Markov perfect equilibrium. Embedded into the requirement that players only employ pure Markov strategies is the behavioral assumption that players’ beliefs do not change during the course of the game. That is, every time they observe the same event, their beliefs about the state of the world and other players’ types are the same. Still, even if beliefs are fixed, players may learn about the other players’ types and the state of the world if, for example, there are some states in an observed event that are not consequent 3



of any state in the previous period’s observed event. We show that if both the player’s belief and the Markov law of motion have full support, players are not able to rule out any state from being considered possible and their beliefs do not change during the course of the game. In the second part of this article we also show that under some additional conditions on the player’s belief and the Markov law of motion, as the game becomes large, there exists a finite threshold on the number of players such that beyond this number no player is able to learn from the history of observable events during the course of the game. To establish this result we suppose the Markov law of motion on each player’s state space is decomposable between the impact of each player’s action and this impact takes the form of a product. Each player’s state space is the product of the impact of each player in the game on that player’s state space. We also require the marginal impact to satisfy two assumptions: Richness and Persistence. We can interpret the Richness assumption as saying that players are interconnected. That is, by taking the same action over and over, the probability of going from any state to every other state in a finite number of steps is positive. The Persistence assumption says that there exists a positive probability of staying in the same state in the next period if players take the same action. The last theorem in the second part of the article places an upper bound on the number of players needed in order to ensure that there is no learning. We also offer some applications of our framework. The first is an imperfect competition model where there exists some privately observed variable that is is serially correlated over time. Our second application is a dynamic search game based on Diamond [Diamond, 1982] with hidden search productivity. The last application is an arms race where the countries’ arms stock is private information. This paper is directly related to the literature on stochastic incomplete information games and the existence of equilibrium for stochastic games. The stochastic incomplete information literature studies the class of games where there exists a payoff relevant state variable that is not commonly known by all players and its transition is serially correlated over time. To the best of our knowledge, the only papers in this literature are Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010], Cole and Kocherlakota [Cole and Kocherlakota, 2001] and Athey and Bagwell [Athey and Bagwell, 2008]. In Cole and Kocherlakota [Cole and Kocherlakota, 2001], beliefs are Markovian, e.g. are given by the observed state by all players (public state space). The authors show that if an equilibrium exists for their class of games it can be calculated using an interactive procedure based on Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti [Abreu et al., 1986] [Abreu et al., 1990]. Their framework is neither contained nor contains ours. They are more general in the extent that beliefs vary over time, because the beliefs are updated based on a public observed state. However, they are a subcase of our framework in some other dimensions. For example, when we allow a richer set of information structures, beliefs may not come from a common prior, and more importantly, we are able to show equilibrium existence. On the other hand, Athey and Bagwell [Athey and Bagwell, 2008]’s objective is the study of cartel formation where the cost variable is private information and persistent over time. This paper builds upon the iterated operator technique on Cole and Kocherlakota [Cole and Kocherlakota, 2001]. The article by Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010] proposes a class of models and an equilibrium concept called applied Markov equilibrium to the study of imperfect competition
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games, based on Pakes and Ericson [Pakes and Ericson, 1995] (see also Doraszelski and Satterthwaite [Doraszelski and Satterthwaite, 2010] for existence of equilibrium in pure strategies for this class of models) with incomplete information. In their equilibrium concept the players’ beliefs are in equilibrium. They suppose players form beliefs that are consistent with the ergodic process on the state space implied by the equilibrium strategies. Further, they do not show equilibrium existence. The issue of equilibrium existence is important particularly from an applied point of view. The existence of equilibrium for some classes of games implies that we are able to make predictions about that strategic situation. The literature on existence of equilibrium for complete information stochastic games is extensive (see for example Mertens and Parthasarathy [?], [Nowak and Raghavan, 1992] to cite a few). The authors focus on restrictions on the transition function, such as, absolute continuity in order to guarantee existence of Markov perfect equilibrium or correlated Markov perfect equilibrium. Our paper is closely related to the literature on equilibrium existence for supermodular stochastic games (Nowak [Nowak, 2007], Curtat [Curtat, 1996], Amir [Amir, ], etc...), being more closely related to Nowak [Nowak, 2007]. Still, the complete information version of the class of games studied in this paper is a subcase of Nowak [Nowak, 2007]. The paper is divided as follows. In the next section we define the class of dynamic games of incomplete information and Markov law of motion. Then, we provide additional assumptions under which we can prove the existence of equilibrium. In the fourth section we provide sufficient conditions in which the equilibrium for the game is in Markov strategies. Following this there is a section that describes the application and then the last section concludes the paper.
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Dynamic Game of Incomplete Information and Markov Law of Motion



Framework Let N be a finite set of players, i = 1, · · · , n, who interact over an infinite horizon and S a finite state space that summarizes all payoff relevant information about the game. Players may not be perfectly informed about the state. We suppose that at each period τ they observe an event Bi ⊂ S which contains the true state of the world sτ . In this paper we call Bi an observable event or relevant hypothesis. We denote by Bi the set of observable events player i may observe and Bi (sτ ) the event player i observes whenever the true state of the world is sτ . The set of Q observable events of all players B = Bi and B(s) = (B1 (sτ ), · · · , Bn (sτ )) is a list with the observable state each player observes whenever the state is sτ . By choosing different Bi we can vary each player’s information structure. For instance, consider Q the following state space S = Ωi × Z where wi ∈ Ωi represents player i’s state and z the aggregate state. A state of the world is a pair (w, z) ∈ S. If Bi is such that Bi (w, z) = {wi } × Ω−i × {z}, we have a private information setup where player i is only able to observe his private state and the aggregate state. On the other hand, if Bi is such that Bi (w, z) = Ω × {z}, player i only observes 5



the common state z. We can also handle the complete information case by letting Bi be such that Bi (w, z) = {w} × {z}. As the state of the world might only be partially observed depending on the choice of Bi , players face uncertainty about what the other player observes, what they believe the other players observe and so on. We model the iterative uncertainty about S faced by the set of players using a dynamic Harsanyi type space1 proposed by Battigalli and Siniscalchi [Battigalli and Siniscalchi, 1999]. A dynamic type space is a tuple: (N, S, (πi , Ti , Bi )i∈N ). The set Ti is a finite type space. It contains the set of possible types for player i. For each ti ∈ Ti the belief mapping πi (ti ) ∈ ∆Bi ×T−i (S × T−i ) associates a Conditional Probability System over the state space and other player’s types for type ti . To simplify notation we omit T−i in the belief mapping. That is, instead of writing πi (ti )[·|Bi × T−i ], we write πi (ti )[·|Bi ]. A Conditional Probability System is a list of probability distributions over the set of states and other player’s types, one for each observable event Bi ∈ Bi that satisfies a number of properties. First, πi (ti )[Bi × T−i |Bi ] = 1, πi (ti )[·|Bi ] ∈ ∆(S × T−i ) and for all C ∈ S × T−i and D, E ∈ B if C ⊂ D × T−i ⊂ E × T−i we have πi (ti )[C|D × T−i ]πi (ti )[D × T−i |E × T−i ] = πi (ti )[C|E × T−i ]. The first property says that the Conditional Probability System indexed by Bi assigns probability 1 to the event Bi × T−i . The second says that it is a probability measure over S ×T−i and the third that it satisfies the Bayes’ rule whenever possible. The main advantage of working with conditional probability systems is the fact that beliefs are well defined even if an observable event Bi has probability zero ex-ante2 . At each period τ each player has a set of actions Ai available. We suppose Ai is a closed and bounded interval of the real line. We assume without loss of generality that Ai = Aj for each i, j ∈ N . Q In addition, the space of actions of all players is A = Ai . In our model, actions are not observable. We make this assumption because we are not interested in Folk theorems, e.g. equilibrium situations that may arise depending on punishment schemes. Player i’s payoff function is a mapping ui : Ti × S × A → R where |ui (ti , s, a)| ≤ C and C is a constant. Also, players discount future payoff at a common rate δ ∈ [0, 1). Definition 2.1 A mapping Q : S × A → ∆(S) is a Markov law of motion. The Markov law of motion Q models how the state transition depends on the actual state and on the players’ actions. We call the law of motion Q Markov, because it depends only on the current state of the world, not on larger histories of states. We suppose Q is dominated by some probability measure µ on S. The support of Q is supp Q = ∪(s,a)∈S×A {s0 ∈ S|Q(s0 |a, s) > 0}. The timing of the game is as follows: it starts at some state s0 ∈ S, then, players observe Bi (s0 ) and pick an action ai,1 ∈ Ai , payoff is realized and the next state of the world s1 is drawn from Q(·|a1 , s0 ) and so on. 1 2



See Appendix B for details about this type space. See Appendix B for details on Conditional Probability Systems
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Definition 2.2 A dynamic game of incomplete information and Markov law of motion is a tuple: (N, S, (πi , Ti , Bi , Ai , ui )i∈N , Q, δ).



Equilibrium Existence In this section we define strategies, expected payoff, the equilibrium concept, and show equilibrium existence for the class of dynamic games with incomplete information and Markov law of motion. Definition 2.3 A pure Markov strategy is a mapping σi : Ti × Bi → Ai . A pure strategy is a contingent plan that assigns an action for each possible player’s type and observable event. We call this type of pure strategy Markov because it depends only on the observable event at each period, not on any history of observable events. The space of pure Markov strategies for Q player i is Σi . In addition we denote by Σ = Σi the space of pure Markov strategies of all players. As usual, when we add the subscript −i we refer to all players except i. From the applied standpoint it is easier to work with pure instead of behavioral strategies. If we were to simulate a model in which equilibrium might exist in behavioral strategies, it would significantly increase the computational burden. Still, when we allow the possibility of players using Markov behavioral strategies, we are able to show equilibrium for a more general setup than with pure Markov strategies. We define the notion of equilibrium in Markov behavioral strategies and prove equilibrium existence in Appendix A. Let vi : Ti × Bi → R be a mapping such that |vi (ti , Bi )| ≤ C for each ti ∈ Ti and Bi ∈ Bi . Note that C is the same constant bounding the payoff function. We call vi a value function. It is the discounted expected future payoff for player i with type ti starting at each observable event Bi . The space of Q all value functions for player i is Vi . The space of all value functions is V = Vi , endowed with the product topology. Definition 2.4 The expected payoff for player i is a mapping hi : Ti × Bi × Σ × Vi → R as follows: hi (ti , Bi ; σ, vi ) =



X



[ui (ti , s, σ(B(s), ti , t−i ))+



(s,t−i )



# δ



X



Q(s0 |σ(B(s), ti , t−i ), s)vi (ti , Bi (s0 )) πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ]



s0



The function hi is the expected payoff for type ti upon observing Bi , if his value function is vi , and players follow the pure Markov strategy σ. The expression for the expected payoff takes into consideration the fact that type ti may not know the actual state of the world and the other players’ types. Note that the strategy influences the likelihood of future states as it enters into the Markov law of motion.
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Definition 2.5 Let (N, S, (πi , Ti , Bi , Ai , ui )i∈N , Q, δ) be a dynamic incomplete of information game and Markov law of motion. A pair (σ ∗ , v ∗ ) ∈ Σ × V is an equilibrium in pure Markov strategies if: ∗ σi (ti , Bi ) ∈ arg max hi (ti , Bi ; σ−i , vi∗ )



(1)



vi∗ (ti , Bi ) = hi (ti , Bi , σ ∗ , vi∗ )



(2)



σi ∈Σi



for each Bi ∈ Bi , ti ∈ Ti and i ∈ N . Equilibrium in pure Markov strategies is a pair of two functions. The equilibrium strategy and the value function equals the expected payoff calculated using the equilibrium strategy at each observable state for each player’s type. In the remainder of this section we present the assumptions required to guarantee existence of equilibrium in pure Markov strategies. There are restrictions in the payoff function, type space and the Markov law of motion. We start with restrictions in the payoff function. Assumption 1 The payoff function ui is twice continuously differentiable with respect to a, concave in ai and has increasing differences in (ai , aj ) for each j 6= i, s ∈ S, ti ∈ Ti , e.g.



∂ 2 ui ∂ai ∂aj (ti , s, a)



≥ 0.



Assumption 2 The payoff function ui satisfies the strict diagonal dominance condition if: 2 ∂ ui X ∂ 2 ui ∂a2 (ti , s, a) > ∂ai ∂aj (ti , s, a) i j6=i



for each (ti , s, a) ∈ Ti × S × A. The first assumption, in addition to concavity and differentiability, requires complementarity between players’ actions. It says that when player i increases his strategy, and this notion is well defined since the action set is an interval of the real line, a further increase for some player j has a positive impact on player i’s payoff. The second assumption is also known in the literature as ”dominant diagonal condition” (Milgrom and Roberts [Milgrom and Roberts, 1990], Curtat [Curtat, 1996] ). This condition can be interpreted as follows: the player’s own payoff is affected more by their own action than by the impact of all the other players’ action together. Its main role in the existence proof is to guarantee uniqueness of equilibrium in the stage game. Assumption 3 Player’s beliefs satisfy the no irrelevant type property ∪ti ∈Ti supp mrgT−i πi (ti )[·|Bi ] = T−i for each B ∈ Bi and i ∈ N . Assumption 3 on players’ beliefs is a regularity assumption. It says that there is no type profile of other players that is considered impossible by all types of that player. That is, there is no type of 8



some player that gets zero probability for all possible types of that player at each observable event. With this assumption we eliminate strategically irrelevant types. Assumption 4 Let αi : S × Ai → [0, 1] be a linear function of ai one for each i ∈ N . In addition, let µ1 , µ2 : S → ∆(S). The Markov law of motion is as follows: 0



Q(s |a, s) =



X αi (s, ai ) n



i∈N



0



µ1 (s |s) +



1−



X α(s, ai ) i∈N



!



n



µ2 (s0 |s).



Under Assumption 4 the Markov law of motion is a convex combination between two Markov chains in the state space. Depending on the choice of αi , we can have some interesting interpretations of the Markov law of motion. Suppose, for example, that αi is monotone increasing in ai for each player i, µ1 first order stochastically dominates µ2 and the payoff function is increasing in s. In this setup, by picking a higher action it becomes more likely that the next state of the world will be drawn from the probability distribution µ1 (·|s), which is better for player i. Whenever Assumptions 1,2 and 4 hold we can write the expected payoff function as: hi (ti , Bi ; σ, vi ) =



X



u ˜i (ti , s, σ(t, B(s)); vi )πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ].



(s,t−i )



Where u ˜i (ti , s, a; vi ) is defined as follows: u ˜i (ti , s, a; vi ) = ui (ti , s, a) + δ



X



vi (ti , Bi (s0 ))µ2 (s0 |s) + δ



s0



X



αi (s, ai )D(s, ti , vi )



(3)



i∈N



and D(s, ti , vi ) =



X



vi (ti , Bi (s0 ))µ1 (s0 |s) −



s0



X



vi (ti , Bi (s0 ))µ2 (s0 |s).



(4)



s0



This way of writing the expected value function is useful in the existence of equilibrium in the stage game. Lemma 2.1 Suppose ui satisfies Assumptions 1-2 and the Markov transition Q satisfies Assumption 4. Then, u ˜i also satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2. Proof. The fact that u ˜i is twice continuously differentiable in a follows from the fact that ui is twice continuously differentiable with respect to a and



∂ 2 Q(a)[·|s] ∂ai ∂aj



= 0 for each i, j ∈ N .



The next step is to show that u ˜i is concave. Let k ∈ [0, 1] and ai , a0i ∈ Ai . The function u ˜i is concave if: u ˜i (ti , s, kai + (1 − k)a0i ; vi ) ≥ k˜ ui (ti , s, ai ; vi ) + (1 − k)˜ ui (ti , s, a0i ; vi ).
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(5)



Using the definition of u ˜i : ui (ti , s, kai + (1 − k)a0i ; vi ) + δαi (s, kai + (1 − k)ai )D(s, ti , vi ) ≥ ≥ kui (ti , s, ai ; vi ) + kδαi (s, ai )D(s, ti , vi ) + (1 − k)ui (ti , s, a0i ; vi ) + (1 − k)δαi (s, a0i )D(s, ti , vi ), where all the terms that do not depend on ai cancel. As αi is a linear function of ai the last equation becomes: ui (ti , s, kai + (1 − k)a0i ; vi ) ≥ kui (ti , s, ai ; vi ) + (1 − k)ui (ti , s, a0i ; vi )



(6)



which is true since ui is concave. It remains to show that u ˜i has increasing differences and satisfies the strict diagonal dominance condition. We show increasing differences first. Taking the first order derivative of u ˜i with respect to ai : ∂u ˜i ∂ui (ti , s, ai ) = (ti , s, ai ) + αi0 (s, ai )D(s, ti , vi ). ∂ai ∂ai



(7)



Taking the second order derivative with respect to aj we get:



∂2u ˜i ∂ 2 ui (ti , s, ai ) = (ti , s, ai ) ≥ 0. ∂ai ∂aj ∂ai ∂aj



(8)



The last step of the proof is to show that u ˜i satisfies strict diagonal dominance. Taking the second order derivative with respect to ai :



∂ 2 ui ∂2u ˜i (t , s, a ) = (ti , s, ai ), i i ∂a2i ∂a2i



(9)



Since the second order derivative of αi0 (s, ai )D(s, ti , vi ) with respect to ai is zero, and the payoff function has increasing differences, therefore,



2 2 X 2 X 2 ∂ ui ∂ u ∂ u ∂ ui ˜ ˜ i i ∂ai ∂aj (ti , s, ai ) = ∂ai ∂aj (ti , s, ai ) ∂a2 (ti , s, ai ) = ∂a2 (ti , s, ai ) > i i j6=i



(10)



j6=i



as we wanted to show. If we fix the value function v ∈ V the stage game at each state s ∈ S is a static incomplete information game. In this incomplete information game beliefs are given by πi (ti )[·|Bi (s)] and the payoff function is u ˜i (ti , ·, Bi (s); vi ) for each player i. We denote the incomplete information game
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induced by v at s as Γ(s, v). The first step of the proof is to show that whenever the dynamic incomplete information game with Markov law of motion satisfies Assumptions 1-4, Γ(v, s) has an unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Proposition 2.1 Suppose the dynamic incomplete information game with Markov law of motion satisfies Assumptions 1-4. Then, the induced incomplete information game Γ(s, v) by v ∈ V at each s ∈ S has a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that u ˜i is continuous in a and has increasing differences with respect to (ai , a−i ). Then, we can apply the existence theorem in Van Zandt [Zandt, 2010]3 to show that Γ(s, v) has a Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Also, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that u ˜i satisfies Assumption 4. Hence, we can apply Polydoro [Polydoro, 2011] to show that the Bayesian Nash equilibrium for Γ(s, v) is unique. The fact that Γ(s, v) has a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium is an important intermediate step in the proof of equilibrium existence in pure Markov strategies. Before we proceed to the main theorem of this section we need a few additional notations. Let BN E : S × V → Σ be the Bayesian Nash equilibrium correspondence for Γ(s, v). The set BN E(s, v) is composed by Bayesian Nash equilibrium points for the static incomplete information game Γ(s, v). Define the correspondence Φ : V → V as Φ(v) = {h(t, B(s); v, σ)|σ ∈ BN E(s, v), s ∈ S}. That is, Φ(v) is the set of value functions consistent with the expected payoff in equilibrium for each player. In addition, let kΦ(v)k = maxi∈N max(ti ,s)∈Ti ×S |vi (ti , Bi (s))|. Note that a fixed point for Φ and a supporting strategy profile is equilibrium in pure Markov strategies for the dynamic incomplete information game with Markov law of motion. Theorem 2.1 Suppose the dynamic game of incomplete information and Markov law of motion (N, S, (πi , Ti , Bi , Ai , ui )i∈N , Q, δ) satisfies Assumptions 1-4. There exists equilibrium in pure Markov strategies. Proof. Since the game satisfies Assumptions 1-4 it follows from Proposition 2.1 that the set of Bayesian Nash equilibrium for Γ(s, v) induced by a value function v at each s is a singleton. Hence Φ is well defined function. We show the existence of equilibrium for the dynamic incomplete information game in pure Markov strategies by proving the existence of a fixed point for Φ. We do so as an application of Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. In order to apply Brouwer’s fixed point theorem we need to show that Φ is continuous. The space V s compact and metrizable by definition as both the set of states and types are finite. 3



The main theorem in Van Zandt [Zandt, 2010] also requires the payoff function to be supermodular in ai . Still, this requirement is trivially satisfied since every one dimensional function is supermodular.
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Our first step to show continuity of Φ is to show that for each s ∈ S the Bayesian game Γ(s, v n ) converges to Γ(s, v) in the sense that lin (ti , s) = max |hi (ti , Bi (s); vin ; σ) − hi (ti , Bi (s); vi ; σ)| → 0 as n → ∞ σ∈Σ



(11)



for each ti ∈ Ti , i ∈ N , where {v n } → v pointwise. Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists a type ti and state s such that limn→∞ lin (ti , s) > 0. Then, there exists a number α > 0 and an infinite set of integers J such that lin (ti , s) > α for each n ∈ J. Let σ 0 ∈ Ai × Σ−i be a strategy in which α is attained for vin . Since Ai × Σ−i is compact we suppose without loss of generality that σ n → σ 0 pointwise as n → ∞ (or else we can go to a subsequence in order to get convergence). Then, from the definition of lin (ti , s), we have X  lin (ti , s) ≤ δ πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ]Q(s0 |σ 0 (t, B(s)), s) vin (ti , Bi (s0 ) − vi (ti , Bi (s0 ) + X  + πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ] Q(s0 |σ n (t, B(s)), s)vin (ti , Bi (s0 )) − Q(s0 |σ 0 (t, B(s)), s)vin (ti , Bi (s0 )) + X  + πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ] Q(s0 |σ n (t, B(s)), s) − Q(s0 |σ 0 (t, B(s)), s) vi (ti , Bi (s0 )) where the summation is over (s, s0 , t−i ) ∈ S × S × supp πi (ti )[·|Bi ]. The first term converges to zero because Q(·|σ 0 (t, B(s)), s) << µ and vin → vi pointwise.The other two terms are less than or equal to max



t−i ∈supp mrgT−i πi (ti )[·|Bi (s)] 



C Q(·|σ n (t, B(s)), s) − Q(s0 |σ 0 (t, B(s)), s) ,



which converges to zero because Q(·|σ n (t, B(s)), s) → Q(·|σ 0 (t, B(s)), s) using continuity of Q with respect to the action profile. Therefore we have a contradiction. Let σ ∗ (s, v) = BN E(s, v) and define ˜ln (ti , s) = |hi (ti , Bi (s); v n ; σ ∗ (s, v n )) − hi (ti , Bi (s); vi ; σ ∗ (s, v))| . i i



(12)



The value of ˜lin (ti , s) is the difference between the expected payoff in equilibrium for the stage game induced by v n and v at s ∈ S. By definition we have ˜lin (ti , s) ≤ lin (ti , s) for each ti ∈ Ti , i ∈ N and s ∈ S. Since it holds for every (ti , s) and player i we have kΦ(v n ) − Φ(v)k = max



max



i∈N (s,ti )∈S×Ti



˜ln (ti , s) ≤ max i



max



i∈N (s,ti )∈S×Ti



lin (ti , s).



and since lin → 0 we have limn→∞ kΦ(v n ) − Φ(v)k = 0. Then, we can apply Brouwer’s fixed point theorem to show that there exists a fixed point for Φ.



12



Corollary 2.1 Let (N, S, (πi , Ti , Bi , Ai , ui )i∈N , Q, δ) be a dynamic incomplete of information game and Markov law of motion satisfying Assumption 3 such that u ˜i satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2 for each i ∈ N . Then, there exists equilibrium in pure Markov strategies. Proof. Since the game satisfies Assumption 3 and the payoff function u ˜i satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2 for each ti ∈ Ti , s ∈ S and a ∈ A for each i ∈ N , it follows from Polydoro [Polydoro, 2011] that Γ(s, v) has a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Then, we can follow the same steps as in the proof of the existence theorem to establish the result.



3



Sufficient Conditions for equilibrium in Markov Strategies



In the previous section we showed that under some restrictions on beliefs, payoff, and the Markov law of motion, there exists equilibrium in pure Markov strategies for the class of dynamic incomplete information games with Markov law of motion. Embedded into the Assumption that players employ pure Markov strategies, is the behavioral assumption that beliefs about the state of the world and other players’ types do not change. That is, every time type ti observes the event Bi his belief is πi (ti )[·|Bi ]. This is a reasonable assumption if during the course of play, players are not able to make better predictions about the state and other players’ types. They do not learn. If this is not the case, players learn during the course of the game, strategies should depend on more than the observable event and the player’s type. By assumption, the state is a payoff relevant variable and the type of other players an informationally relevant variable. Where according to Maskin and Tirole [Maskin and Tirole, 2001] and Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010], a variable is payoff relevant if it affects payoff and is not a current control. In addition, Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010] define an informationally relevant variable as the set of variables that players can gain by conditioning on it but do not directly affect payoff. In the remainder of this section, we define what we mean by learning in this class of games and provide sufficient conditions for no learning. We provide two sets of sufficient conditions for Markov strategies. In the first, we place restrictions on beliefs and the Markov law of motion. In the second set of assumptions, we show that as we increase the number of players in the game, there exists a finite threshold, such that above this number there is no learning. The last result places an upper bound on this threshold. To show how players may learn about the state and other players’ types given a pure Markov strategy consider the following example. Suppose at τ = 1 some player observes B1 and in the next period he observes B2 . This player can learn about the true state of the world in τ = 2 if there exists some state considered possible in B2 that is not consequent of any state in B1 . Likewise, he may learn about the other player’s type profile if B2 is not consequent of the actions taken by this type profile and a state considered possible in τ = 1. To formalize the intuition provided in this example we need a few definitions. 13



Definition 3.1 Let ti ∈ Ti , Bi ∈ Bi and σ ∈ Σ. The probability distribution over the next state and player’s types according to type ti is a mapping δi (ti , Bi , σ) : S × T−i → [0, 1] as follows: δi (ti , Bi , σ)(s0 , t−i ) =



X



πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ]Q(s0 |σ(B(s), t), s)



(13)



s



The probability of a pair (s0 , t−i ) is positive if two conditions are met. Fist t−i must be considered possible by ti . The second is that s0 is in the support of Q(·|σ(B(s), t), s). Definition 3.2 Let ti ∈ Ti , Bi ∈ Bi and σ ∈ Σ. The set of consequent states of Bi and possible types according to ti given σ is: S(ti , Bi ; σ) = {(s0 , t−i ) ∈ S × T−i |δi (ti , Bi , σ)(s0 , t−i ) > 0}. Suppose there exists Bτ −1 , Bτ ∈ Bi and σ ∈ Σ such that supp πi (ti )[·|Bτ ] − S(ti , Bτ −1 ; σ) 6= ∅. Then, there are some pairs (s, t−i ) ∈ S × T−i that would be considered possible at Bτ if type ti did not take into consideration the event Bτ −1 . Hence, whenever supp πi (ti )[·|Bτ ] − S(ti , Bτ −1 ; σ) is empty, type ti is not able to learn by taking into consideration the previous event. Lemma 3.1 Let supp mrgT−i πi (ti )[·|Bi ] = T−i for each Bi ∈ Bi , ti ∈ Ti and i ∈ N . In addition, suppose supp Q((·|a, s) = S for each (a, s) ∈ A × S. Then, there is no learning in the game. Proof. Let Bi ∈ Bi and pick (s, t−i ) ∈ S × T−i such that πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ] > 0. By hypothesis Q(s0 |σ(B(s), t−i ), s) > 0 for each s0 ∈ S. Therefore, πi (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi ]Q(s0 |σ(B(s), t−i ), s) > 0 for each s0 ∈ S at t−i , which in turn, by definition, implies that δi (ti , Bi , σ)(s0 , t−i ) > 0 for each s0 ∈ S. As there always exists a state in which some type profile of other players t−i ∈ Ti is considered possible, we have S(ti , Bi ; σ) = S × T−i . Moreover S(ti , Bi ; σ) ⊇ Bi0 × T−i for each Bi0 ∈ Bi . The first result of this section shows that if we are willing to make the assumption that beliefs have full support on types for each observable event and the Markov law of motion has full support, then the Markov assumption on strategies is reasonable. Every time players observe the same event, they have the same beliefs because they are not able to learn during the course of the game. In the remainder of this section, we show that we can guarantee that players do not learn with a weaker assumption than full support on the Markov law of motion, for a subclass of dynamic games with incomplete information, and the Markov law of motion as the number of players in the game becomes large. To prove this result we need to define the variable population analogue of our class of games. That is, how a game with a set of players N , relates to the game with the set of players N 0 such that N 0 ⊃ N . Let N be the population of players and P be a partition of N . The population of players N face Q uncertainty about a finite state space S = Pk SPk × SN . Each SPk is the set of payoff relevant states 14



for the set of players in the partition cell Pk . In addition, SN is the set of payoff relevant states of all Q players. We suppose each SPk is non-empty. One common example of S is S = Ωi × Z, where Ωi is player i’s state space and Z is the aggregate state space. In this example, the partition P contains only one element in each cell. If the set of players in the game is N ⊂ N , they face uncertainty about the state space SN = Q



Pk ∈{Pj ∈P |Pj ∩N 6=∅} SPk



× SN . The state space SN is the smallest subset of S containing the payoff



relevant state space of each player in N . We can model the uncertainty faced by the population of players N about S using a type space: (N , S, (πi , Ti , Bi )i∈N ). From this general type space we define the uncertainty faced by a subgroup of players N as (N, SN , (πi,N , Ti,N , Bi,N )i∈N ), where TN =



Q



i∈N



Ti , Bi,N =



Q



Pk ∈{Pj ∈P |Pj ∩N 6=∅} Bi,Pk



(14)



and πN = projTN ×SN π. Since the group of



players in the game is N , the relevant state space is SN and therefore the observable events over it. Note that in the case where beliefs about the other player’s types are independent we have Q mrgT−i πi,N = i∈N mrgTj πij . |N | → ∆(S ) is a Markov law of motion. Definition 3.3 Let N ⊆ N . A mapping QN Pk Pk : SPk × A



A Markov law of motion for the variable population game QN = {QN Pk } is a family of Markov law of motions, one for each possible group of players in the game and relevant state space, e.g. SPk in which Pk ∩ N 6= ∅. Player i’s payoff in each period, when the group of players in the game is N , is a mapping uN i : Ti × SP (i) × A|N | → R, bounded by a constant C, where P (i) is the element of P containing i. Each N player’s payoff in the variable population game is a family of payoff functions uN i = {ui } one for each



N ⊂ N , such that i ∈ N , or else player i is not in the game and such payoff function is irrelevant. Also, players discount future payoff at a common rate δ ∈ [0, 1). Although we define the game for the case where the set of players may vary, we are interested in the case where the set of players in the game is fixed during the course of the game. We choose the subgroup of players N in the game before the game starts and this is common knowledge. That is, there is no possibility of entry or exit. Definition 3.4 A variable population dynamic game of incomplete information and Markov law of motion is a tuple: (N , S, T, π, A, (ti , Bi , ui )i∈N , Q, δ). Likewise, a fixed population dynamic game with incomplete information and Markov law of motion is a tuple (N, SN , TN , πN , A, (ti , Bi , uN i )i∈N , QN , δ) where N ⊂ N . 15



In order to get the result on the possibility of learning as the number of players in the game becomes large, we need a few assumptions on the Markov law of motion. Assumption 5 Let αi,Pk : SPk × A → [0, 1] be a linear function of ai for each i ∈ N . In addition, APi k , BiPk : SPk → ∆(SPk ). The Markov law of motion over SPk is as follows: X αi,P (ai , s) Y P 0 k QN Ai k (s0 |s) + Pk (s |a, s) = |N | i



X αi,P (ai , s) k 1− |N |



! Y



BiPk (s0 |s)



(15)



i



for each Pk ∩ N 6= ∅ and N ⊂ N . Assumption 5 is the variable population analogue of Assumption 3 on the Markov law of motion with an additional requirement. The impact of each player in the game on the state transition in the state space SPk comes into two ways. First, the convex combination between the two Markov chains on SPk depends on the linear function αi,Pk . Also, each Markov chain in the definition of QN Pk is the product between |N | Markov chains, one for each i ∈ N . Assumption 6 (Richness) The Markov chain AiPk satisfies Richness if for each s, s0 ∈ SPk there Q exists a finite sequence {sj }j≤K , where s1 = s and sK = s0 such that j 0. Under the Richness assumption, all states in SPk are reachable starting from any other state in a finite number of steps. That is, the Markov chain AiPk contains only one ergodic set and no transient states. This stochastic matrix has no transient states, because by definition we can always switch the first and last states in the definition. Hence, there is no state where once we leave it we never return. We can also use the same argument to show that there is only one ergodic set of states. There is no subset of states on SPk where once we enter it we never leave. Assumption 7 (Persistence) APi k (s|s) > 0 for each s ∈ SPk . A Markov chain satisfies Persistence if the probability of staying in the same state next period is positive. That is, APi k is a stochastic matrix with positive numbers in the diagonal. Note that player i has no impact on the resulting Markov chain APk if it is a stochastic matrix with ones in the diagonal, e.g. the identity matrix. For the next lemma we need to define the notion of a primitive matrix. A stochastic matrix A, over a finite state space S, is primitive if there exists a finite integer k > 0, such that Akij > 0 for each entry i, j ∈ {1, · · · , |S|}. Lemma 3.2 Suppose APi k satisfies Richness and Persistence, then it is also a Primitive matrix. Proof. Persistence implies that all elements in the diagonal of APi k are positive. In addition, Richness implies that APi k contains only one self communicating class of states. That is, only one ergodic set 16



of states and no transient states. Therefore, we can use Meyer [Meyer, 2004][p.678] to show that APi k is primitive. We must point out that the product of two primitive matrices need not be primitive. Let R(A) be the incidence matrix of a nonnegative square matrix A. We obtain the incidence matrix of A by replacing the positive entries take two matrices A #and B with"incidence " # of A with 1. " For instance, # " # 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 matrices R(A) = and R(B) = . For example, A = and B = 1 1 . 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 Both matrices contain only one self communicating class of states and have a positive entry in the " # 3



1



4 4 diagonal, hence are primitive using Meyer [Meyer, 2004][p.678]. In fact, A2 = and B 2 = 1 1 2 2 # " # " 1 1 1 1 2 2 and [R(A)R(B)]2 = R(A)R(B). The product of any two . Still, R(A)R(B) = 3 1 0 1 4 4 matrices with such incidence matrix is not a primitive matrix. The element in the second row and



first column will never be positive. We can use the same example to show that the product of two matrices satisfying the Richness assumption may not satisfy Richness. Lemma 3.3 Let APi k and APj k satisfy Richness and Persistence. Then both AiPk AjPk and APj k APi k satisfy Richness and Persistence. Proof. Fix s ∈ SPk . We divide the proof into two steps. In the first, we show that it satisfies Persistence and in the second, Richness. Let pij be the entry in the ith row and jth column of APi k , qij from APj k and cij of the matrix obtained by multiplying AiPk by AjPk or vice-versa. The product matrix satisfies Persistence if each entry in the diagonal is positive. By definition P P ckk = i pki qik . In the kth position we have ckk = pkk qkk + i6=k pki qik . It follows from Persistence on APi k and APj k that pkk qkk > 0. Also, we are multiplying two stochastic matrices with entries between P 0 and 1, therefore i6=k pki qik ≥ 0. Next, we show that the product matrix satisfies Richness. First we show that multiplying APi k by APj k can only add more nonzero elements to APj k and vice-versa. Suppose the entry qij is positive. In the same position of the product matrix we have cij = P



k



pik qkj . Still, pii qij > 0, because pii > 0 using Persistence and qij > 0 by hypothesis. Therefore,



cij > 0. Given that the product matrix has at least the same number of positive entries of the matrix being multiplied, APj k for example, for each sequence of states {sl }1≤l≤L on SPk , such that s1 = s, sL = s0 Q and l 0, we have: Y



AiPk APj k [sl+1 |sl ] > 0.



l


each s, s0 ∈ SPk . Hence the product matrix satisfy Richness. The Lemma 3.2 is an important step in the proof of the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 3.1 Let (N , S, T, π, A, (ti , Bi , ui )i∈N , Q, δ) be a variable population game of incomplete information and the Markov law of motion satisfying Assumption 5 and supp mrgT−i πi (ti )[·|Bi,Pk ] = T−i for each Bi,Pk ∈ Bi,Pk and Pk ∈ P . In addition, suppose AiPk and BiPk satisfy Richness and Persistence for each i ∈ N , Pk ∩ N 6= ∅ and N ⊂ N . 0 0 ∈ × T−i for each Bi,Pk , Bi,P Then, there exists a finite n∗ (Pk ), such that SPNk (ti , Bi,Pk ; σ) ⊇ Bi,P k k



Bi,Pk , Pk ∈ P with Pk ∩ N 6= ∅, N ⊂ N in which |N | ≥ n∗ and σ ∈ Σ. N Proof. Fix N ⊂ N and let Pk be such that Pk ∩ N 6= ∅. From Lemma 3.2 AN Pk and BPk satisfy N Richness and Persistence. In addition, Lemma 3.1 guarantees that both AN Pk and BPk are primitive



matrices. It follows from Seneta [Seneta, 1980][Lemma 3.9 p.97] that there exists a finite number ˆ ∗ 0 0 ˆ ˆ n∗A (Pk ) such that AN Pk [s |s] > 0 for each s, s ∈ SPk and N ∈ N such that |N | ≥ n (Pk ). We can apply the same argument to BPNk to show that there exists a finite n∗B (Pk ), such that this is a primitive N N matrix. As QN Pk is the convex combination between APk and BPk when the number of players reaches ∗ (P



n∗ (Pk ) = max{n∗A (Pk ), n∗B (Pk )} it becomes a Primitive matrix for each a ∈ An



k)



.



0 N Now for a fixed ti ∈ Ti , pick Bi,Pk , Bi,P ∈ Bi,Pk , tN −i ∈ TN −i and s ∈ SPk such that πi,N (ti )[(s, t−i )|Bi,Pk ] > k 0 0. Whenever |N | ≥ n∗ (Pk ) and Pk ∩ N 6= ∅ we have δi,Pk (ti , Bi,Pk ; σ)(s0 , tN −i ) > 0 for each s ∈ SPk . 0 Therefore Si,Pk (ti , Bi,Pk ; σ) = SPk × T N −i ⊇ Bi,P × T N −i . k



This theorem shows that whenever beliefs satisfy full support on types of other players and the individual impact of each player on both the Markov chains satisfy Richness and Persistence there exists a finite number of players such that as we increase the number of players beyond this number no one is able to learn from past observable events. That is, each player is not able to rule out any state in the actual period as not being consequent of some state in the previous observable event. The role of the Richness and Persistence in the proof is to ensure that as we add more players to the game, their impact on SPk accumulates in such a way that any state is possible starting from any state in SNk for each player. Theorem 4.1 does not show what is the value of n∗ (Pk ) only that it is finite. In the next theorem we place an upper bound on the number of players needed to have the no learning property. Theorem 3.2 Let Pk ∈ P and N ∈ N such that AiPk and BiPk satisfy Richness and Persistence for each i ∈ N . Then, n∗ (Pk ) ≤ 2|SPk | − 2. Proof. The set of Markov chains on SPk satisfying Richness and Persistence are also Primitive (Lemma 3.2) and this set is closed under the product operation. Hence, from Cohen and Sellers [Cohen and Sellers, 1982][Theorem 1] we need at most 2|SPk | − 2 players in the game to ensure that either APk or B Pk have positive values in all entries.



4



Applications



In this section we provide three applications of the framework proposed in this article and existence result. The first application is a dynamic arms race model under incomplete information based on 18



Milgrom and Roberts [Milgrom and Roberts, 1990]. The second is an imperfect market competition model under incomplete information based on Pakes and Ericson [Pakes and Ericson, 1995] and Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010]. The third and last application is a dynamic search model based on Diamond [Diamond, 1982].



4.1



Dynamic Arms Race under Incomplete Information



Suppose there are two countries engaged in an arms race for more than one period. We denote by yn,τ ∈ {0, ymax } country n’s arms level in period τ . There is only a finite set of possible arms levels. As countries may change their arms level over time we define the game’s state space as S = {0, · · · , ymax } × {0, · · · , ymax }. As the equilibrium existence theorem does not depend on the choice of B, we can handle different information setups about each country’s arms level. For example, if Bn (y) = {yn } × {0, · · · , ymax } for n = 1, 2 each country only observes their own arms level. On the other hand, if Bn (y) = {yn } × {y−n } for n = 1, 2 there is complete information about each country’s arms level. It could also be the case that Bn (y) = {yn } × {y−n }, but B−n (y) = {y−n } × {0, · · · , yn }. Then, one country knows the others’ arms level but the others do not. The finite type space T = Tn × T−n summarizes each country’s belief about the overall arms level and the other country’s type. Each country’s belief about the other country’s arms level and type is a mapping λn : Tn → ∆Bn ({0, · · · , ymax } × {0, · · · , ymax } × T−i ). At each period each country can invest xn ∈ [0, 1] in arms. A pure Markov arms investment strategy is a mapping σ : B × Ti → [0, 1]. We suppose investment’s success is random. Still, by investing more, each country can guarantee a higher arms level is more likely. That is, country n’s arms level follows a Markov law of motion: Q(yn0 , xn , yn ) = xn µ1 (yn0 |yn ) + (1 − xn )µ2 (yn0 |yn ).



(16)



Where µ1 first order stochastically dominates µ2 . As µ1 and µ2 are the same for both countries we suppose that no country has comparative advantage in arms investment. We could also have the case in which µ1 and µ2 vary across countries. Each country’s payoff is given by: fn (yn , xn , x−n ) = −C(yn + xn ) + B(y−n + x−n ),



(17)



where C(·) is smooth strictly concave and B(·) is smooth concave. In addition, whenever C 00 (·) > B 00 (·) Assumption 1 and 2 are satisfied and we can apply Theorem 1 to show that this dynamic arms race game under incomplete information has an equilibrium in pure Markov arms investment strategies.
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4.2



Imperfect Market Competition under Persistent Private Information



In this section we study a dynamic imperfect market competition model based on Pakes and Ericson [Pakes and Ericson, 1995], Pakes and Fershtman [Pakes and Fershtman, 2010] and Doraszelski and Satterhwaite [Doraszelski and Satterthwaite, 2010]. Suppose there exists a finite number of firms K in an imperfect competition products market. We endow each firm with a finite state space Ωk that represents their characteristics or product characteristics, such as quality, durability, productivity, production costs, etc. There is also a finite aggregate state space Z representing overall market conditions. The industry’s state space is S = Q Ωk × Z. In the framework developed in this article we can handle different information setups about the industry state space. For example, if we set Bk (s) = {wk } × {z} × Ω−k firm k is only able to observe their own state and the public state, but not the other firm’s state. In this case we have a private information setup. For the usual complete information setup Bk (s) = {w} × {z}. We could also have different information structures, such as Bk (s) = {wk } × {wk+1 }{z} × Ω−k,k+1 in which firm k knows their own state and firm k + 1’s state. This type of information structure may be useful to study industry models in which firms with the same technology know each other’s product quality but do not know this information for other firms with different production technology. We denote each firm’s belief type by tk ∈ Tk , where Tk is a finite type space and the belief mapping by λk : Tk → ∆B (S × T−k ). Firms can improve their state variable through investment, which we denote by xk ∈ Xk = [0, 1]. Each firm’s state follows a Markov law of motion: Qk (wk0 |xk , wk ) = xk µk1 (wk0 |wk ) + (1 − xk )µk2 (wk0 |wk ).



(18)



The aggregate state z also follows a Markov law of motion: Qz (z 0 |x, z) =



X αk (z, xk ) k



K



µz1 (z 0 |z) + (1 −



X αk (z, xk ) k



K



)µz2 (z 0 |z)



(19)



where αk : Z × Xk → [0, 1] is a linear function on xk . A pure Markov strategy for firm k is a mapping σk : Tk × Bk → [0, 1]. We suppose as in Pakes and Ericson [Pakes and Ericson, 1995] that profits follow a static-dynamic breakdown, e.g. whatever the model for stage competition either Bertrand or Cournot, each firm’s profit can be determined by the industry’s state alone. The profit function for firm k is πk : S → [0, π M ], where π M is the monopolist’s profit. Embedded into this payoff formulation is the assumption that whatever prices or quantities firms choose, it does not influence state transition. This type of assumption may not be reasonable, for example in industries where there is learning by doing regarding market characteristics or production technology. Under these assumptions in the structure of the game we can apply Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 to show that equilibrium exists in pure Markov strategy. 20



The main contribution of the framework developed in this article on dynamic imperfect competition models is to guarantee equilibrium existence when the state variable is private information and it is serially correlated over time. This extension is useful, because it is more likely that the firm’s characteristics, that we represent in wk will be serially correlated such as scrap value, production costs, product quality and so on.



4.3



Dynamic Search Model with Hidden Search Productivity



In this section we study the dynamic version of a Diamond search model studied in Nowak [Nowak, 2007], Curtat [Curtat, 1996], among others, where search productivity may be private information. In our version of this model there are two players who exert effort searching for trade partners. Each worker’s productivity level in the search activity is sk ∈ Sk = {0, · · · , 1}, where Sk is a finite set for k = 1, 2. As players engage in the search activity their productivity level may vary over time. Hence, we define the game’s state space as S = S1 × S2 . Player’s information about search productivity depends on the choice of Bk . For the version of this model with hidden search productivity, each player’s information set is Bk (s) = {sk } × Sk . For the standard complete information version, we define Bk (s) = {s}. Moreover, since the equilibrium existence theorem does not depend on the choice of B, we can handle other kinds of information structures. Each player’s belief about the other player’s search productivity is a mapping λk ∈ ∆Bk (S−k ). In this case we don’t allow belief uncertainty. That is, if some player k knows the other player’s observed event, he also knows his belief about the productivity level. In this case there is only uncertainty about the state of the world. At each period each player decides how much effort to exert in the search activity. We denote player k’s search level by xk ∈ [0, 1]. A pure Markov search strategy is a mapping σk : Bi → [0, 1]. The search productivity level may vary over time depending on each player’s effort level and on his search productivity in that state. For example, we can handle the case where a learning by doing effect exists on search productivity. That is, as players exert more effort on searching it becomes more likely that their productivity will be higher in the next period. For example, each player’s search productivity transition can be: Qk (s0k |xk , sk ) = xk µk1 (s0k |sk ) + (1 − xk )µk2 (s0k |sk ),



(20)



where µk1 first order stochastically dominates µk2 . Under this specification of the Markov law of motion Qk as players search with a higher intensity, it becomes more likely that their search productivity will be higher in the next period. That is, in this model the search activity has a learning by doing effect.
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Next we define the player’s payoff function as uk (s, x) = sk s−k xk x−k − x2k .



(21)



With this payoff specification each partner’s payoff depends not only on both search effort, but also on their productivity level. As people become more productive in the search activity they contribute more to the team. Still, payoff decreases with their own effort. The payoff function is twice continuously differentiable with respect to x and clearly concave in xk . In addition with second order derivate with respect to xk and x−k equal to



∂ 2 uk ∂x2k



∂uk ∂xk (s, x)



= sk s−k x−k −2xk



(s, x) = −2 and



∂ 2 uk ∂xk ∂x−k (s, x)



=



∂ 2 uk ∂xk ∂x−k



sk s−k . As sk ∈ {0, · · · , 1} for both k = 1, 2 it must be that (s, x) = sk s−k ≥ 0, therefore the 2 2 ∂ uk uk payoff function has increasing differences. Moreover ∂x2 (s, x) = 2 > sk s−k = ∂x∂k ∂x (s, x) for −k k each sk , s−k ∈ {0, · · · , 1}, so the payoff function also satisfies the strict diagonal dominance condition and we can apply Theorem 1 to show that a dynamic search model with hidden search productivity has equilibrium in pure Markov search strategies.
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Conclusion



We propose in this article a new class of dynamic stochastic games. This class of games is an extension of the standard complete information dynamic stochastic games suitable to the study of strategic situations where there is incomplete information about the state of the world. The existence theorem holds for pure Markov strategies and depends on a few restrictions in the framework. We restrict the payoff function, the Markov law of motion, and the type space. These assumptions can be classified into two sets. The first set is needed to get the existence of a Bayesian Nash equilibrium in the static incomplete information stage game induced at each state given a value function. The second set of assumptions is needed to guarantee that the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the stage game is unique. Our equilibrium existence theorem imposes no constraints on the information structure. Embedded into the requirement that players employ Markov strategies, is the behavioral assumption that their beliefs do not vary over time. That is, their beliefs about the state of the world and other players’ types are completely specified ex-ante. It does not depend on the path of observable that occurred during the game. We define precisely how players may learn about the state of the world and other players’ types, and show that under full support on the belief mapping and the Markov law of motion, the Markov assumption on strategies is reasonable. As the game unfolds they are not able to rule out any state or type from being considered possible. Under additional assumptions on the Markov law of motion, we can show that as the number of players in the game becomes large, there exists a finite threshold such that above this number no player is able to learn during the game. We also characterize the upper bound of this threshold.
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